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Abstract
Over time, different ways have been used to increase vegetable production per unit area; from the crop systems used
(field crops, protected crops and forced crops), to intensive land use (successive, associated, double and intercropping)
and to the technologies applied to them. In this paper we aimed to observe some aspects related to the behavior of
tomatoes grafted on potatoes.The biological material was represented by: 'Sweet Million F1' cherry tomato hybrid
variety, "Carrera" white potatoes, "Memphis" red potatoes, "Blue Star" hybrid purple potatoes. The experimental
variants were: tomato control variant, potatoes control variants and tomato variant grafted on red, white and purple
potatoes. It was observed that the best grafting was the tomato version grafted on the red potato. The control potato
variants had the highest production compared to the grafted ones.The control tomato variant registered the highest
number of flowers and formed the most fruits.The three grafted variants had a lower degree of fruit binding compared
to the control variant.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The needs of consumption and daily use of vegetables, by people in diets and not only, especially
raw, fresh or processed, have contributed to the production of many cropping systems. These
cropping systems have the role of staggering production over as long a period as possible during the
year.
Solanaceae vegetable species can multiply by several methods; these methods can be grouped into
classical or conventional methods (direct sowing, through seedlings, planted tubers) and
unconventional methods (grafting). The advantages that this last method gives them are: it expands
the cultivation area of valuable varieties, it diversifies the quality of the fruits, the productivity, the
longevity, the precocity and the vigor (Arefin et al., 2019).
The vegetable grafting in our country is quite rare, but this method is used to reduce infections
caused by pathogens, increase drought resistance, increase the absorption of nutrients from the soil
and more recently to obtain two vegetable products at the same time. and on the same surface. This
method is used for vegetable plants grown mainly in protected areas (greenhouses and solariums)
(Reyes-Cabrera et al, 2018).
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From an agronomic point of view, grafting is important because it can combine the surface
characteristics (fruit size) with the underground characteristics (root system) (Petran and Hoover,
2013). Due to the use of vigorous rootstock genotypes, the root system is strong and the absorption
of water and minerals increases compared to grafted plants (Zeist et al., 2017).
The ecological requirements necessary for a good growth and development of tomatoes are air and
soil temperature, intensity and duration of light period, air humidity (Helyes et al., 2012). Tomatoes
are thermophilic, with different requirements depending on the phenophase. The two "sensitive"
phases: the induction of the first inflorescence on the stem (first phase) and the number of flowers
within it (second phase) are of particular importance. The lack of light during growth, development
and fruit ripening leads to elongation of plants, flower anomalies and a delay in fruit ripening.
In the case of potatoes, heat is the main factor on which production depends, the optimal level for
the development and growth of tubers is 15-18 °C. The tuberization process takes place in
conditions of intense lighting and corresponds phenologically with the budding-flowering phase.
The aim of this study was to observe the advantages of the split grafting method, using the "Sweet
Million F1" cherry tomato variety as graft and the three types of potatoes (white, red and purple) as
rootstocks.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental research activity took place in a solarium belonging to Salpitflor Green S.A.,
Pitesti, Arges. The solarium is equipped with an air recirculation system, sensors for the upper
opening of the hatch along its entire length, a manual system for side opening, a control panel for
observing temperature, humidity, speed and wind direction.
The biological material was represented by: "Sweet Million F1" cherry tomato hybrid variety,
"Carrera" white potatoes, "Memphis" red potatoes, "Blue Star" hybrid purple potatoes.
The cherry tomato variety "Sweet Million F1" is a hybrid variety, with undetermined growth,
suitable for early productions in greenhouses and solariums, but also in the open field. The variety
is very productive, with a very high ability to bind fruits, forming double and triple bonds. The
fruits are red, round, smooth, weigh between 10-30 grams, are resistant to transport and storage.
The plant is resistant to the Verticilium tomato mosaic virus.
The white potatoes "Carrera" variety has the following characteristics: early maturity, oval shape,
the color of the skin and the flesh light yellow, the size of the tubers is medium to very large, can
form between 9-11 tubers.
"Memphis" variety potatoes show semi-early maturity, have an oval to long shape, red peel color,
yellow pulp color, tuber size is medium to very large and can form between 9-11 tubers.
"Blue Star" hybrid purple potatoes have a semi-early maturity, oval to long shape, dark purple peel
color, purple pulp color, tuber size are medium and can form between 12-14 tubers
The experimental variants were: tomato control variant (V.M.T), white potato control variant
(V.M.C.A), red potato control variant (V.M.C.R), purple potato control variant (V.M.C.M), tomato
variant grafted on white potato (V.T.C.A), tomato variant grafted on red potato (V.T.C.R) and
tomato variant grafted on purple potato (V.T.C.M).
Each experimental variant had 5 repetitions; the geographical and climatic conditions were the same
for all, as was the technology applied.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The study began by observing the grafting data and clamping by grafting data, for each repetition of
each variant. The best clamping by grafting was remark at the tomato version grafted on the red
potato, followed by the tomato version grafted on the purple potato; the weakest graft was the
tomato version grafted on the white potato.
The average weight of tubers at harvest compared to the average weight at planting recorded
significant increases and decreases. The control potato variants had the highest production
compared to the grafted ones: the red potato control variant registered the highest production,
followed by the purple potato control variant and the lowest production being the white potato
control variant (see figure 1).
Among the grafted potato variants, the grafted variant of red potato had the highest production,
followed by the grafted variant of white potato, and the grafted variant of purple potato recorded the
lowest production of all variants (being even lower than at planting).

Figure 1. The average weight of tubers (at planting and harvest)

The control tomato variant registered the highest number of flowers, followed by the variant grafted
on red potato, and the variant grafted on white potato presented the lowest number (figure 2).
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Figure 2. The average number of flower

The control tomato variant formed the most fruits, followed by the graft variant on red potato, while
the tomato variant grafted on white potato formed the least (figure 3).
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Figure 3. The average number of fruits

The three grafted variants had a lower degree of fruit binding compared to the control variant. The
highest degree of binding of the fruits, from the grafted variants, had the variant grafted on white
potato, for the other values being close (figure 4).
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Figure 4. The degree of fruit binding / variant
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Figure 5. The average weight of 100 fruits tomato grafted on potatoes
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The largest harvested production, among the grafted variants, was held by the tomato variant
grafted on purple potato, followed by the tomato variant grafted on red potato (figure 5). The fruits
of the control tomato variant and the tomato variant grafted on red potato had an approximately
equal weight.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The best results for grafting were red potato varieties.
Most flowers and fruits, among the grafted variants, were recorded on tomatoes grafted on red
potatoes.
The tomato grafted on purple potato variant had the lowest degree of fruit binding.
The average weight of tomato fruit on each variant was largely influenced by the amount of water
in the fruit.
The three grafted variants had a lower degree of fruit binding compared to the control variant.
The tomato grafted on red potato variant is recommended for a high production of fruits and tubers.
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